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Courses Going Online
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Successful online learning occurs through the cultivation of three forms of presence: social presence, teaching presence, and cognitive presence.

The teaching role goes beyond that of moderating the learning experiences when the teacher adds subject matter expertise through a variety of forms of direct instruction.

Anderson, Rourke, Archer, and Garrison (2001)
The Basic Studio

- Fotodiox 5’x7’ Collapsible Green Screen with Stand (Amz/$104)
- Canon Vixia G30 HD Camera (B&H/$1193)
- Blackmagic Design Mini Recorder (B&H/$126)
- 2x Neewer CN–160 LED lights (Amz/$60)
- 3x Manfrotto Light Stands – 1051BAC3 (B&H/$192)
- RODE NTG4+ Shotgun Mic (B&H/$271)
- Manfrotto MT190X3 w/ 700RC2 Fluid Head Tripod (B&H/$238.50)
Welcome to American Sign Language I
Core concepts of programs: parameters and arguments

Most programs (not the "hello" program) perform some task based on one or more "inputs" supplied by you in program call statement

- What program does depends on values you assign to inputs

Parameters
- A parameter is a name for an input taken in by the program
- A parameter is a name used inside the program definition to refer to the value passed into the program

Arguments
- An argument is the value (or contents) we assign to the parameter name
- We specify this value in the program call statement
Touchcast

- Free
- Touchcasts play in modern browsers and in the Touchcast app
- Can be embedded on your website
Welcome to Doceri!
Doceri

- Free
- $5 to remove watermark
- Can also be used as a remote control for presentations
$5.99

Whiteboard videos with animated drawings
EDpuzzle

Build better video lessons, together
Find a video and make it yours

Start now, it's free!

Crop a video
Find a video and use only what you need. Make it to the point.

Add your voice
Record audio notes or explain a video with your voice.

Embed quizzes
Add questions at any time during the video and track your students.
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